MOBILE VALETING & DETAILING
BLUEBELL_VALETING

075 1954 5118

BLUEBELLVALETING@GMAIL.COM

DETAILING | PAINT CORRECTION | SURFACE PROTECTION | VALETING | MAINTENANCE
BLUEBELL VALETING

A PROFESSIONAL AND FRIENDLY MOBILE VALETING AND DETAILING
SERVICE BASED IN SOUTHAMPTON, COVERING ALL SURROUNDING
AREAS.
USING ONLY THE VERY BEST PRODUCTS COMBINED WITH OUR
EXPERTISE, EXPERIENCE AND PASSION FOR ALL THINGS CARS, WE
GUARANTEE OUTSTANDING QUALITY VALETING AND DETAILING,
EVERY SINGLE TIME!
OFFERING BOTH PACKAGE AND BESPOKE SERVICES TO SUIT YOUR
EVERY NEED!
CALL US OR DROP US A MESSAGE ON OUR SOCIAL MEDIA FOR A
FREE QUOTE TODAY!

* Prices for larger vehicles require a quote.
* PLEASE GET IN TOUCH NOW FOR A FREE QUOTE.

FULL CORRECTION: 4-6 day service, 90%-95% improvement.
No stone is left unturned. We use a full array of multi stage
polishing and wet sanding techniques to achieve near perfection.
Every panel is cut and refined, including headlights to restore the
vehicle to as near perfect as possible.
Removing all defects on the vehicle, and producing a pristine high
gloss, high clarity finish. All metal and glass elements are deep
cleaned and polished. Absolutely all trims are coated treated and
bought back to a factory finish.

-Leather steam cleaning
-Leather conditioning
-Fabric wet vacuuming
-Pet hair and stain removal

-Full exterior decontamination
-Exhaust tip polish
-Engine bay details
-Odour treatments

-Wax coatings
-Ceramic coatings
-De-badging
-Stone chip/scratch touch ups

EXTRAS
-Leather and fabric guards
-Ceramic alloy protection
-Kurb protectors
-Air Fresheners

POLYMER PROTECTION: +£100: 2 year "Nano glaze"
PTFE/Acrylic sealant locks out harmful atmospheric degradation, giving proven protection against the harshest of climates and guaranteed for 2 years.
4 YEAR CERAMIC: +£150.00: THE ULTIMATE LONG TERM PROTECTIVE COATING.
Our flagship ceramic product creates a high-grade QUARTZ permanent bond coating, giving you extreme gloss, easy maintenance, multi surface protection
which your vehicle needs. It protects your surfaces from UV Rays, oxidation, corrosion, chemical damage, harsh weather and has a9H scratch resistance.

PROTECTIVE COATINGS

MINOR CORRECTION: 2-3 day service, 80% overall improvement.
We use our 2 stage machine polishing techniques to cut through your clear
coat, to remove all swirling, medium to light scratches and oxidation. The
paint is then refined to bring back clarity, depth and gloss. If necessary, we
can make use of wet sanding techniques for isolated deeper scratched areas.

SINGLE STAGE ENHANCEMENT: 1 day service, 60% - 70% overall improvement.
Using a 1 stage polishing technique we lift off surface swirling, light scratches,
defects and paint work oxidation. This service is perfect for those that don’t want to
spend too much, but want to have there paintwork seriously boosted.

CORRECTION SERVICES - all packages come with complimentary interior valet and wax coating

FULL VALET:
Full exterior safe wash including wheels, alloys and barrels, wheel arches, door shuts and seals. Using specifically diluted ratios of products, bespoke for every
vehicle, we carry out a 3 bucket safe wash to safely and efficiently remove all dirt, road grime, bug splats, bird lime, salt, grit and brake dust.
Every vehicle is blow dried, to minimise contact and potential surface marring. This is then topped off with our ultimate hydrophobic sealant, offering
outstanding temporary protection and high gloss, perfect to last you until your next service with us.
Hopping inside we thoroughly vacuum and clean the carpets, mats and roof lining. All leathers are carefully cleaned, restoring them to an oil and dirt free soft
matte surface. Interior plastics, chrome and wood trims are delicately cleaned and left in a factory-like, streak free finish.
FULL DETAIL:
This is the ultimate deep cleaning service. Following on from our full valet, your vehicle will receive a full decontamination (Iron fallout, Tar, Resin removal and
Clay bar). Additionally, arches and barrels are fully flushed, all plastic trims dressed and restored, all metal and glass polished.
Exhaust tips are also polished to leave them with a sparkling like new look. The Engine bay is detailed and dressed giving it that fresh out the showroom look.
Lastly, the vehicle is treated to the highest quality wax coating chosen based on your cars colour and condition.
Moving inside, all interior surfaces and touch points will be fully steamed to sanitize and loosen dried on dirt and oily substances. After this we wash, shampoo
and vacuum your entire upholstery including carpets, mats and seats. All surfaces are blown out with the use of compressed air, removing all embedded dirt,
sand, grit, pet hair and other contaminants. Leather seats and trims are conditioned to nourish and revitalize, adding a layer of protection.
Trims are dressed and coated in high quality synthetic resin for lasting durability. Vents and AC system are flushed and sanitized with the use of steam and
compressed air providing you with the highest level of hygienic air flow for your car.

VALETING SERVICE

* Prices starting from (Prices vary on vehicle condition and location).
* In the case of torrential weather, we will endeavour to reschedule your
appointment to the earliest possible slot available.

